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Freelancers work across all sectors, from HR to IT, graphic design to engineering, at 
every corporate level – from the boardroom down.   
 
Freelancers bring flexibility, to help clients manage risk and to unlock innovation and 
talent.   
 
Freelancers bolster expertise and improve speed to market.    
 
A report by Professor Andrew Burke ‘The Role of Freelancers in the 21st Century 
British Economy’ shows that freelancers play a pivotal role in the economy.  They are 
sources of and conduits for entrepreneurialism and the benefits of using freelancers 
are being reaped by all types of business, from multinational corporations to SMEs.  
Freelancers enable innovation which helps businesses grow and in turn drives the 
economy. 
 
There are plenty of attractive points of being to leave behind their traditional office-
based role in favour of forging a successful career in the freelance contractor 
industry. 
For many, the main reason behind such a career switch is the fact that using their 
specialist skills as a freelancer provides them with an opportunity to be their own 
boss. 
Carol Wilson, managing director of Performance Coach Training, said the thrill of 
control is one of the biggest benefits of becoming a freelancer, as while individuals 
may be working all hours of the day to meet the demands of clients, they know that it 
is their own choice to do so. 
"The most frustrating thing I found about working for someone else was the 
expectation of putting in eight hours, five days a week. On top of that, you would be 
expected to rise to the occasion if overtime was called for, but never to work less 
hours during slack times," she commented. 
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Having independence, freedom and flexibility within their career is the key decisive 
factor.  
That is the opinion of James Caan, the former panellist on the BBC television show 
Dragon's Den, who believes that the flexibility and independence offered by 
entrepreneurship and working for yourself allows professionals to enjoy "a better 
quality of life" than their counterparts in more traditional positions. 
Speaking at a business knowledge webinar run by NatWest, Caan, who now operates 
as Chief Executive Officer at Hamilton Bradshaw, stated there is more to the 
profession than money and suggested the life of a successful freelancer can be 
"amazing". 
 
"Nowadays in society there is a perception that when you are running your own 
business you have that freedom, that flexibility, the ability to create your own destiny, 
which all to me seems wrapped up in it being a better quality of life," he added. 
 
But at the same time, there are no guarantees when it comes to being a freelancer, 
and this can be particularly true for newcomers to the industry, who maybe do not 
have an extensive list of prospective clients or contacts. 
Carol Wilson argued that for every freelance success story there is the flipside of the 
coin and therefore individuals embarking on a freelance career should be sure that 
this is the role for them. 
As a result, she urged anyone contemplating quitting the nine-to-five to take on their 
own freelancing venture to do so on a part-time basis at first, as this way they can 
build up their new freelancing business safe in the knowledge they will still have a 
wage coming in from their day job. However, once a project takes off, the sky is 
literally the limit. 
 
It all comes down to courage.  The courage to believe in your own skill set.  The 
courage to take on the responsibility of running your own business.   
  
Indeed, for many freelancers, taking on the responsibility of their own success or 
failure is a powerful motivator and it is this drive which pushes them to improve their 
business and build their client base, as ultimately, the golden rule of self-employment 
is that individuals get out from the industry only what they put into it. 
Having a passion for your work is ultimately what makes the difference between 
freelancing success and failure. 
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But how are professionals supposed to work out what is best for them? 
 
There are several traits any professional needs in order to successfully translate 
specialist skills from their old job into the freelancing industry and become a 
successful consultant. 
Of course, each case of potentially switching to a career in the freelancing industry 
should be analysed on its individual merits, but Carole Stewart, Founder of IPSE  
Freelance Factfile, has offered some general advice to anyone considering this option. 
Carole Stewart explained that while it is important to remember that wages can be an 
issue as a freelancer, as "you might have to chase clients that don't pay you", while "if 
you're sick, you don't get paid" and "you don't get paid while you're on holiday". 
This represents a huge change from the security of receiving a monthly pay cheque 
and it may take some time for professionals to adapt this difference…. But the pluses 
definitely outweigh the minuses". 
She added that professionals must recognise the fact that "as well as doing the work 
of a freelancer ... you're also the sales person, marketing person, you have to go out 
and buy office supplies - you're everything 
 
Another crucial aspect of being a freelancer is being financially savvy and responsible, 
as the adjustment from picking up a monthly pay cheque and a yearly salary to being 
remunerated on a project-by-project basis can be tough to manage. 
However, there is one factor behind contracting that could be said to be even more 
crucial than these aspects of the profession - possessing strong interpersonal and 
communicative skills. 
Of course, human nature dictates that sometimes we all get a bit angry and worked 
up about aspects of our profession, but being able to manage and control this 
properly is crucial according to Tara Horner, an expert in the field writing for 
Freelance Folder. 
"Unfortunately, not every client/freelancer relationship is an easy one … however, 
you cannot let any client anxiety stop you from building loyal customers, gaining new 
clients and growing a strong business," Tara Horner, an expert in the field writing for 
IPSE Freelance Folder explained. 
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Transition Dynamics 
 
The transition between quitting a traditional office-based job and becoming a 
freelancer is not easy. 
This process often involves a lengthy list of important tasks to complete, as any role 
switch usually causes a period of major upheaval in their lives, both in private and 
professional terms. 
  
When making the move from steady and permanent employment into the uncertain 
world of freelancing there are, of course, a host of pros and cons you need to weigh 
up before taking the plunge. 
According to a recent Credit Monkey survey, one of the major things you must 
consider before embracing the flexible running your own venture offers you is the 
uncertainty when it comes to income. 
There is no guarantee that you will walk straight into freelancing and pick up clients. 
The industry is also very fluid and even when you are set up and doing well, there 
could be times when you go through a dry spell in terms of projects. 
These can be hard to take and a lack of money coming in can bring about a host of 
other problems, so it is vital that you are aware of the situation when making the 
move into freelancing. 
Over half (56.4 per cent) of the respondents to the survey said that this was their 
biggest worry, but happily said that the trade-off between uncertainty and the 
benefits of freelancing is worth it. 
When asked if they were happy with their choice to move into freelancing, 92 per 
cent said they were, indicating just how rewarding a career choice it can be. 
The freedom to pick who you work with, the hours you work and, of course, the fact 
that the money you make is all yours are all very appealing notions. 
Having a flexible schedule was named as the most enjoyable part of being a 
freelancer, followed by the freedom it provides, being your own boss and the 
flexibility of the work environment. 
Today, the quality of the internet and the range of mobile devices mean that you can 
work pretty much wherever you like. Whether it be on the way to a meeting or simply 
popping to your local coffee shop, it beats sitting in an office all day every week day. 
Tony Wilkins, Small Business Forum radio host and author of Surviving the economy 
told Credit Monkey: "Don't go into freelancing with big expectations," instead "go in 
with an open mind. Be flexible and you're almost guaranteed to land more work." 
 
For instance, newcomers to the field of contracting are faced with the challenge of 
making a decision as to how and when they will operate, as being their own boss 
means they maintain sole control over their working schedules. 
In addition, it is bound to take time for individuals accustomed to an office 
environment to adjust to the vastly different system of working from home without 
much face-to-face contact with their customers or colleagues. 
Furthermore, anyone not completely comfortable with the many nuances of modern-
day technology in the business environment - such as social media websites like 
Facebook and Twitter - may also need to practice to make sure their skills are up to 
speed prior to getting started in their new career as a freelancer. 
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Indeed Dave Chaplin, Chief Executive Officer at Contractor Calculator, noted there are 
several challenges facing freelancers before they can hit the ground running in their 
new industry. 
However, Chaplin insisted all such obstacles can be overcome, no matter how 
insurmountable they seem at first. 
For example, many professionals might feel the need to get some formal training in 
their chosen field before making the commitment to finish their current job and go 
straight into freelancing, due to the potential risk of having to go a while without 
receiving any wages. 
However, the expert stated that while self-training is an option, this can become 
something of a "bind" for individuals with other commitments. 
He went on to assure the "rare breed" of professionals who are "really passionate 
about what they do and really like to do a good job" through "finding out about the 
latest techniques" by either self-training or otherwise that they will "earn more as a 
contractor" than their permanently employed counterparts. 
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You are a business – think like one 
 
That said, it’s going to be important to learn how to manage your finances. 
 
Most freelancers are people who have a great understanding of their field of work 
and are passionate about their subject matter. However, it is important to realise that 
the smaller factors are just as important as the major ones, as they all contribute to 
the end product. As a freelancer you will be required to register as a business. 
Whether you choose to become a limited company, sole trader or work underneath 
an umbrella company is your choice, but the bottom line is, you must learn the ins 
and outs of running your own company. While tax returns and the legal aspects of 
running a business aren’t exactly glamorous, they are necessary all the same. And 
when you embrace learning about the way a business is run, your offering to clients 
will improve as a result. With a better understanding of the challenges businesses 
face, and the opportunities that exist, you will become a well-rounded freelancer. 
 
Switching from an everyday full-time employment role to a freelance position is a big 
step for any individual, particularly those who have little knowledge about the 
industry or what being self-employed entails. 
There is usually so much to consider when switching career path that the smallest 
common sense details are forgotten about in favour of more complicated worries 
about the behind-the-scenes operations of a self-employed worker. 
For example, making sure files and folders - virtual or not - are in order is a must for 
the modern freelancer, as it makes day-to-day life much easier and will therefore help 
to ensure client relations and other aspects of work are organised. 
J.J Schoch, vice president at innovative computer optimisation solution company Iolo 
technologies, said: "Whether using computers at home or in a work environment, 
everyone has at some point experienced frustration with slow PCs. 
"It can be a challenge to remember to routinely clean out your computer - that’s why 
we feel having a day dedicated to maintaining your computer is so important." 
Better organisation for freelancers can be achieved in several simple ways, including 
by deleting unused, old or duplicate files, email addresses, bookmarks and favourites 
that will effectively make computers run faster and make life easier. 
In addition, adopting a logical file naming system is a good idea for self-employed 
workers who deal with a high number of clients at any given time, as it means they 
can quickly access information on a given project quickly and efficiently. 
Backing up files and programmes on a regular basis is another must for ensuring work 
is not lost if anything goes wrong with IT systems, with the most reliable copies placed 
on an external hard drive or an automatic online back-up service. 
It is recommended that freelancers who are new to the industry adopt these effective 
practices as early in their self-employed career as possible, as it means they will enjoy 
a simpler life in the long term. 
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Embracing a simpler life 
 
Lexi Rodrigo, creator of the Savvy Freelancer wrote in a post for IPSE Freelance Folder 
that it can be simpler than many people realise to simplify their freelancing business 
and with it, embrace a simpler life that can be more fulfilling and relaxing for 
individuals. 
Indeed, the first thing freelancers looking for a simpler life should do is address the 
number of services they offer, as while being a jack of all trades can help attract more 
clients, it is often the case that people will be good at a lot of things, but a master of 
none, meaning the premium work will often fall to somebody else. 
Furthermore, this can be a much more stressful way to work, as people have to 
spread their focus on numerous areas, rather than becoming excellent in one area. 
What's more, tackling cluttered work processes can also be a good path towards the 
simple life, as doing the same task over and over is simply a waste of time and effort. 
Lexi Rodrigo claimed a good way to achieve this is to create flow charts highlighting all 
the important tasks which need to be carried out by freelancers. In this way, they can 
see what each job boils down to and it could showcase ways of paring back tasks or 
multitasking that can make life easier. 
Professional freelancer Farnoosh Brock also recently wrote in a post for Copy Blogger 
that meditation can hold the key to freelancers becoming more productive, as it can 
enable them to get rid of any distractions and to simply focus on the task at hand. 
Finally, Lexi Rodrigo argued the most important tenet of achieving the simple life for 
freelancers should be in taking the time to think a bit more about whether taking on 
that new client is really worthwhile, or if providing a new service is really the right 
thing to do. 
 
  

http://freelancefolder.com/how-to-simplify-your-freelancing-business/
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Key Attributes 
 
Most freelancers run their business from their home, and however, no matter how 
hard some try, distractions always emerge. 
 
Attributes such as being creative and positive are essential when starting out as a 
freelancer - which is a career path that may appeal particularly to those with more 
than a decade of experience under their belts and a confidence in their abilities as a 
professional. 
 
One of the main struggles individuals who are new to self-employment often 
experience is how to ensure their productivity levels remain high - even during those 
down periods between projects that are common at the beginning of any career. 
An article published by the Harvard Business Review suggests that the key to staying 
busy is to create a to-do list featuring all of the tasks you are aiming to complete and 
a date or time you would like to have these finished by. 
On top of this, freelancers should remember that attempting to get too much done at 
one time could actually be counterproductive and see them complicating jobs that 
should be easy, while also putting the quality of projects at risk. 
Prioritising the biggest projects or those that will require the most attention can help 
through stressful periods, but it can also be beneficial to take breaks and gather your 
thoughts while your mind ponders particular issues. 
Unfortunately for many freelancers, the immediate changes to their career may leave 
them feeling anxious and stressed initially, as the process to becoming a full-time 
freelancer is a major transition in anyone's life. 
However, the key is to channel the stress into something productive before it gets out 
of control. This can be achieved through recognising the type of worry that you are 
feeling and taking time out to focus on factors of the job that you can control 
 
Keeping on top of your game as a freelancer is tough enough when and the stresses 
and strains of running your own business can make it even more difficult to find 
inspiration. 
Ensuring your creative juices are flowing at all times is near impossible if you do not 
have an effective system of work in place to prepare for such an event occurring. 
A key obstacle that could stand in the way of you effectively finding inspiration to 
tackle a big workload is taking on too many tasks at once, while also falling victim to 
those everyday distractions that become more obvious when you work from a home 
office. 
Although some of you may revel in an organised chaos by managing several tasks at 
the same time, others are not as skilled in this process. 
For this reason, it could be a good idea to completely cut yourself off from phone 
calls, emails and social media for a short period of time each day to ensure you can 
focus on the work at hand. 
Another worry for many of you who have recently started out in the industry is the 
fear of your ideas being shunned by the client. However, opting to play it too safe 
from the get-go is likely to send you in the wrong direction. 
Many customers on the lookout for freelance products and services would argue they 
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would rather tell you to reel in your thinking than to beg you to come up with 
something more original. 
For many flexible workers, the idea of running such a tight schedule that is riddled 
with deadlines makes it difficult to dedicate enough time to planning and ideas, but 
ensuring you dedicate yourself appropriately to your role is likely to impress your 
contacts. 
There are a host of tips you can implement into your daily life to ensure you stay 
focused on your projects. Phone calls are always a major distraction so it is important 
to turn off your phone during working hours. Letting calls go to voicemail and picking 
them up later is no bad thing and people will understand that you are busy. It is 
important to stick to the task at hand, not spend hours trawling Facebook, Twitter, 
LinkedIn and other internet sites. Closing down your emails as often as possible will 
help you stay focused as you won't be distracted by contact from current or potential 
clients. 
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Pay attention to office space, as it might be affecting your productivity and inspiration 
 
Dominic Swords, Economist at the Henley Business School and co-chair of judges for 
the National Business Awards in partnership with Orange, explained such 
professionals could do well to pay more attention to their office space, as it might be 
affecting their productivity and inspiration. 
He revealed that small details really do matter when it comes to making an 
environment as effective as possible for encouraging a good day's work. 
Dominic Swords claimed that people really look at the office they work in and think 
about how it affects the way they operate and how they think and respond to their 
work and to clients. 
"If the environment you're working in is not inspiring and causes you not to feel 
creative, that can limit your ability to see beyond the day job," he commented. 
In addition to making a working environment that encourages broad thinking and 
productivity, Dominic Swords reminded professionals there is a psychological element 
to being proactive and successful. 
Breaking tasks down and being able to put the objective of projects simple can make 
tasks appear easier than they may seem if the idea is convoluted when it is pitched. 
Dominic Swords warned people not to make a rod for their own back by 
overcomplicating their attitude to work and to the tasks at hand. 
Furthermore, communicating with clarity and assertion is more likely to get 
customers on-side, encouraging them to engage more with the freelancer and their 
work, perhaps giving them the competitive advantage over rivals. 
"If you can do that the awards will come flooding in, because you're going to be 
successful and it's going to be clearly understood why you are successful," the trusted 
expert reiterated. 
 
Keep in touch with developments in the regular working work 
 
Not only is it vital to create and maintain close relationships with prospective clients 
as part of the role, you are also tasked with managing the financial aspects of your 
career. 
While this may not be a problem for those freelancers with a wealth of experience, 
there are certain aspects of the role that can still be problematic after years in this 
line of work - including the perils of loneliness in such an isolated role. 
This is why the opportunity to work on-site as part of an exciting new contract is one 
that many contractors will not pass up, as it gives them the chance to be a part of the 
traditional working environment while allowing you to connect with prospective 
customers of the future. 
However, spending so much time in the comfort of your own home means you may 
not be unfamiliar with developments in the regular working work - which could lead 
to awkward moments or embarrassment with your temporary colleagues. 
There are several advantages of travelling to an office each day to carry out your daily 
tasks as a freelancer, including: 

 You are more likely to remain focused and have improved productivity 
when you are not surrounded by the distractions that working from 
home brings. Being around other people who are busy may also help 
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your concentration levels. 

 Being in an office gives independent professionals the chance to 
network with your "colleagues" in the office and other businesses 
operating within the same building. 

 Clients are more likely to take you seriously if they are able to put a 
face to your name, while getting to know you on a personal level may 
help you create further deals. 
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Attracting new clients and keeping hold of existing ones 
 
Attracting new clients and keeping hold of existing ones is something freelancers 
should always be looking to do, but what is the right attitude for freelancers looking 
to achieve this goal? 
Content marketing professional and co-founder of outstanding SETUP Sean Platt 
wrote in his latest post for Copy Blogger that while many freelancers believe the 
customer who pays them the most or the one who gives them regular business is 
their most important client, in actual fact they could be confusing their best client 
with their most important. 
He argued that many freelancers often neglect the fact that they should take time for 
themselves each day, as they become too focused on improving their business and 
maximising their revenues. 
As a result, Platt argued this can lead to individuals burning out, as unless they take 
care of themselves they run the risk of losing that drive and enthusiasm that is 
integral to the creation of any lasting business venture. 
In order for freelancers to maintain the drive, Platt noted they should set aside at 
least an hour of every working day to set aside client issues and work to focus on their 
own needs, such as writing for pleasure or blogging. 
This can be a great way for freelancers to keep their enthusiasm for their craft, as 
while bringing in the most money possible can be rewarding, ultimately it can lead to 
freelancers becoming jaded, as they have less creative freedom than when they are 
carrying out projects of their own design. 
 
One way that freelancers might like to incorporate some extra free time into their day 
is to consider outsourcing a proportion of projects to other people. This can be a 
positive move in more ways than one, as it helps freelancers to build lasting contacts 
within the industry, as well as providing them with the opportunity to get out from 
their office for a while, safe in the knowledge their clients' needs are still being met. 
  
According to freelance professional Laura Spencer, becoming an attractive 
proposition for customers is as simple as having the right mindset and demonstrating 
good value for money and excellent work. 
She wrote in her latest post for IPSE Freelance Folder that the difference between 
success and failure in the freelancing industry often boils down to the understanding 
of the individual in regard to meeting the expectations of their customers. 
As a result, Laura Spencer advised freelancers to focus on a number of key areas that 
will help them boost their client lists, including sticking to some simple tenets. 
These are the same for every successful freelance professional and include always 
realising that clients are real people with real needs and therefore taking the time to 
understand what it is the client actually requires from a freelancer will reap dividends. 
Furthermore, freelancers should always deliver on their promises; being the reliable 
choice for clients will keep them coming back again and again. 
With this in mind, freelancers should not be afraid to ask questions in order to better 
understand the exact details of any new project, as this will ultimately lead them to 
being able to deliver their responsibilities more easily, on time and to fully meet the 
expectations of the customer. 

http://www.copyblogger.com/outsourcing-for-writers/
http://freelancefolder.com/10-steps-to-a-client-winning-mindset/
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By demonstrating an in-depth knowledge of the areas in which their clients operate, 
freelancers who have done their homework can gain that edge over the rest that 
could result in them taking on more projects in the future and developing an expert 
reputation. 
 
 
Good communication 
 
In so many different areas of your working life, you’ll need to express your point  
clearly and concisely to ensure you get the outcome you want from the situation.  
Being good at what you do is crucial, but ensuring you get across how good you are is 
just as important writes Louis Clark. 
 
As a freelancer, the ability to communicate well is especially valuable. Not only are 
you responsible for self-promotion and finding your own clients but the likelihood is 
you’ll have to deal with a range of people in your working life. It’s no good being 
wonderful at talking to other web developers if you dry up when faced with the 
Financial Director who is responsible for signing off the budget for your project. 
 
Much of the skill in being a good communicator involves understanding your 
‘audience’ and what they want from the interaction. When talking to people, building 
a rapport is as much about listening as it is about talking. 
 
Of course, communication means far more than just face-to-face contact these days, 
and many of your clients are likely to have little or no time in their schedule for 
chewing the cud with you. This means the other tools available to you become even 
more important. If you have a slightly delicate issue to discuss, see if you can set up a 
video call to ensure your message and tone are conveyed as much as possible. 
Agencies are favouring this method more and more over telephone interviews in 
order to gauge a person.  
 
Emails are a great invention, but sometimes you can come across in a different light 
than you originally intended.  
  
Before you start an engagement, make sure you’ve clearly communicated the terms 
and expectations from both sides. This will help to eliminate any problems further 
down the line that could end up hindering your rapport with a customer. 
 
It goes without saying that you shouldn’t let communication with a client take over 
your life.  
There is another side of communication which doesn’t afford you the luxury of 
relative privacy. Social media is basically an enormous platform designed with the sole 
purpose of communicating. All the time. With everyone.  
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Being technologically-savvy 
 
In the modern-day business environment, it is absolutely crucial for individuals to be 
proficient in their use of social media outlets as the majority of forward-thinking 
companies are now employing the likes of Facebook and Twitter as key parts of their 
marketing and advertising strategies. 
Being technologically-savvy in other ways is also highly important, as the widespread 
adoption of cloud computing practices among firms of all sizes continues to gather 
pace. 
Liz Hardwick, organiser of the Social Media for Women conference - part of a growing 
number of events that call for greater recognition of women in the workplace, and 
especially in freelancing – a sector which seems to suit in terms of skillset and 
work/life balance, says:  “The key to being a good freelancer is being there for your 
clients when they need you. Social media is now fast becoming as important as having 
email and a phone number they can get you on and they should be able to get hold of 
you within whatever you class as your office hours. You could choose to be available 
24/7, and it’s possible to do that with modern communication methods.” 
“Social media has ‘social’ in it for a reason. That’s exactly what, as a freelancer, you 
should be with your clients, and anyone else on social media platforms. It’s a great 
way for clients to get to know you a little more, build that relationship and those 
conversations to have a better working environment for everyone, and something to 
talk about over a brew. As a freelancers, the most important thing to remember is 
you are your work and your brand, make sure anything online, compliments that. You 
should appear interesting, good at your job and professional in the way you conduct 
yourself, it works because I’ve got work directly off people seeing what I do on 
Twitter.” 
“Get a good profile photo, of you, that looks like you – I want to be able to connect 
with you online and be able to spot you at an event offline. 
“Write for your audience – who are you aiming your content at? Make sure you are 
interesting them first and foremost. 
“Be helpful, honest and interesting, not sales-y – only 20% of your tweets should be 
hard sell about your services. 
“Post regular content and make conversations – don’t just broadcast what you know, 
ask people questions, start interactions – hopefully they lead to good working 
relationships in future. Mix it up with media – you are 120-180% more likely to get 
responses from media posts than text, make it engaging, we all like a good 
picture. You should always have a social media policy within your business, even if 
you’re a freelancer. It can keep you on track of what you are using the platforms for.” 
 
Monitor your SEO progress 
 
Keeping abreast of the latest advances in technology and industry is something that is 
of great importance to freelancers who are offering up their services in a wide range 
of sectors. 
Ensuring your knowledge on matters such as these remains high is vital for those 
professionals who are promoting their brand. 
Search traffic usually has a higher conversion rate than other online sources, so 
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Search Engine Optimisation (SEO) is a useful tool to improve your chances of getting 
hired or enhancing your very own promotions using content and visibility. 
 
Carrying out keyword research is an intrinsic part of any SEO strategy, which 
independent professionals should endeavour to take seriously. By spending a good 
amount of time performing this initial task, you may enjoy greater benefits in the long 
term. 
When investigating the terms that are most common for yours or your client's 
services, consider the following: 
• Are the keywords you have identified realistic? Moreover, do they support your 

aims as a freelancer? 
• Would searches for these terms attract higher conversion rates? It is important not 

to spend time and money driving internet traffic that will not benefit your 
business. 

• Ensure all phrases or keywords you identify are relevant to the products and 
services you provide, rather than focusing on those that may seem attractive 
to begin with. 

• Are high numbers of people likely to type these terms into a search engine? If not, 
it may be an idea to reconsider. 

 
A user-friendly website that is attractive and makes shoppers want to read on is a vital 
factor to consider when utilising SEO. 
This can achieved in several ways, including: 
1 The creation of unique meta tags and descriptions for each page on a website, as 

this is the term that will appear in the search results. 
2 Ensuring codes are as clean and simple as possible by deleting dated Flash and 

Javascript that can actually be detrimental to SEO. 
3 Use of an XML sitemap that will help Google and other search engines identify all 

the pages on your particular website. 
4 Making sure all URLs are SEO friendly, rather than long-winded and unnecessary. 
 
Search engines encourage links to a particular website, rather than building them 
from scratch. However, this is easier said than done and there are several effective 
methods that can serve this purpose perfectly well. 
• Social bookmarking through thematic and general social websites can provide a 

good volume of traffic. 
• Article and content submission through unique and interesting stories and blogs is a 

popular and effective way of encouraging visitors. 
• Submitting press releases about your business to spread the word by sending it off 

to the right sources. 
 
Independent professionals are advised to increase their knowledge of Google 
Analytics in order to ensure they keep on top of how well their website or SEO service 
is performing. This useful tool allows developers to understand where the traffic is 
coming from and their behaviour after they arrive. 
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24 hours not being enough time 
 
The importance of having the ability to be self-disciplined is one that cannot be 
overestimated as, due to the fact that consultants have no boss or set working hours, 
some can become tempted to take the odd day off here and there even when they 
have deadlines looming. 
There are several key skills that any professional hoping to carve out a successful 
career in the freelancing industry needs to possess. 
An issue that faces many freelancers often is that feeling of 24 hours not being 
enough time each day to complete their tasks and maintain some semblance of a 
personal life. 
With great power comes great responsibility, meaning that any consultant with total 
control over their working schedule and what projects and clients they want to 
undertake and operate alongside must have a high level of self-discipline in order to 
make sure they continue to work hard even though they are no longer accountable to 
a manager. 
Another area that freelancers must be strong in is the ability to communicate 
effectively with prospective clients, as explaining what you can offer a company 
succinctly - as well as being able to negotiate the terms of a contract - is essential if 
you are going to attract plenty of work. 
Meanwhile, the ever-growing trend of the use of social media outlets like Facebook 
and Twitter in the business environment by organisations and firms across all sectors 
makes being competent with technology a vital aspect of being a 21st century 
consultant. 
However, one skill that is particularly important for every freelancer is that of time 
management. 
Successful consultants will often find themselves rushed off their feet and struggling 
to find enough hours in the day to complete all the work they have been assigned to 
their usual high standard. 
However, despite this, there are several quick and easy alterations a freelancer can 
make to their daily routine that could end up having significant long-term benefits for 
their business. 
And with this in mind, Dawn Foster, an author and expert in the area of online 
development, has offered freelancers some advice on how they can maximise the 
time they have available to them. 
Simple measures such as sticking to a strict schedule in terms of work can make it feel 
like there are more hours in the day. 
"We all have certain tasks that require uninterrupted time where we can focus. For 
those activities, I try to free up big blocks of time on my calendar," she stated. 
Furthermore, Foster highlighted the importance of taking regular breaks as doing so 
can "help you get a new perspective on a difficult problem" as well as taking 
advantage of off-peak times during the day, such as avoiding heading to the bank at 
lunchtimes. 
 
Freelance consultants and contractors should always be seeking to expand their list of 
active clients, but they must also be aware of the dangers of overexerting themselves, 
an expert has said. 
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According to Amber Weinberg - writing for Freelance Folder who specialises in web 
development and WordPress customisation - the goal of anyone with the specialist 
skills to make a career from freelancing is to continually gain more potential revenue 
streams. 
However, taking on too much work can lead to issues in the future, meaning that 
professionals may struggle to sustain their projects properly in the long-term. 
"Being a busy freelancer is much better than being a bored freelancer, but like with 
everything, it comes with its own set of problems," stated Weinberg. 
The expert recommends taking time out to learn how to schedule "your daily, weekly 
and monthly time slots" in order to avoid any such situation, describing this measure 
as "probably one of the most important business tasks you'll ever do". 
 
In fact, according to experienced writer Laura Spencer, many of these things take no 
more than five minutes each but can make a real difference in helping a firm develop 
moving forward. 
In an article for IPSE Freelance Folder, Spencer insisted that every minute in a 
consultant's working day can be productive, no matter how insignificant it may seem 
at the time. 
For instance, taking the time to sift through an overflowing email inbox or voicemail 
function on a regular basis means that freelancers can stop themselves from 
eventually becoming overwhelmed by thousands of unread or unheard messages. 
Meanwhile, another positive way to use a bit of spare time is to send a thank-you 
note to a client as this will, Spencer explained, help a consultant stand out from the 
competition. 
In addition, having a quick sort out in a home office that has become cluttered over 
time is also a good idea, she added 
  
Try to set aside a period of time each week to go through everything that isn’t actual 
client-facing work. Whether that’s filing receipts, updating your contract templates or 
simply ensuring the period leading up to self-assessment goes smoothly. 
   
Not being entitled to paid annual leave is one of the hardest aspects of being self-
employed and, as a consequence, you’ll be less likely to treat yourself to a deserved 
day off. It will pay off in the long run if you take time out to relax and recuperate to 
ensure you’re firing on all cylinders.  
 
 
 
  

http://freelancefolder.com/15-things-you-can-do-in-5-minutes-to-help-your-freelancing-business/
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Clients: Can’t live with them, Can’t live without ‘em 
 
Arguably the most difficult facet newcomers to the freelancing industry have to 
master is the art of attracting clients. 
It is fair to say that the first project is often the most difficult to obtain, as, in a 
marketplace that has become even more competitive in the aftermath of the global 
economic downturn, companies have such a wide range of options open to them 
when looking to hire a consultant. 
Therefore, it is a big challenge for professionals to convince clients that their specialist 
skills are exactly what they require for a particular task and, understandably, 
managers will sometimes opt for a freelancer with more experience than a relative 
novice in the field. 
But hard work is the secret of success in the world of consultancy and, sooner rather 
than later, any committed individual with the requisite level of expertise will land 
their first contract. 
 
Generally clients fall into one of two categories, those who can be quite hands-on and 
those who leave you to get on with things in peace. 
  
While it can be infuriating to say the least, the former is understandable. Most clients 
will be emotionally attached to their business and this is likely to be where their 
eagerness for your work to be exactly how they want it to be comes from. However, 
as understandable as it is, it can sometimes be more of a hindrance than a help and is 
a common source of frustration for many freelancers. 
  
When you are dealing with clients who get involved in the work you are doing to the 
extent where it becomes a problem, make sure you monitor your frustration levels. Is 
it getting too much, or is it something that you can easily combat or ignore, providing 
you’ve got a strong brew in your hand? 
  
It is very easy to allow this frustration to boil over and influence the way you interact 
with your clients. And while you might think it’s obvious, they won’t always 
understand why their meddling in the project is making you angry. 
It would be all too easy in this situation to turning down subsequent contracts from 
clients who meddle, but before doing that it might be worth clearly communicating 
how you like to work – and the benefits of letting you get on with things. Often, this 
interference will rear its head when a client isn’t sure what is happening so a clear 
approval process which includes multiple, scheduled opportunities for feedback can 
go a long way to heading future issues off at the pass. Once the client begins to trust 
that you are keeping them informed and they will have a chance to pitch in where 
appropriate, the whole process should become easier. 
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React in the right way to rejection 
 
 
One area that is absolutely crucial for freelancers, is having the ability to react in the 
right way to rejection. 
Establishing yourself as a freelancer with little knowledge on how the industry works 
can be an extremely difficult task to begin with, as this career path is so different from 
a traditional managed job. No matter how much expertise a professional has in their 
chosen field, they will always encounter the feeling of being turned down for a 
project at some point in their career. 
 
While the majority of people know about the importance of networking in a bid to 
establish a long list of prospective clients who may require your services in the future, 
little is said about the strong possibility of your projects being rejected initially. 
The reality of starting out in a business that is full of people who are experienced in 
this area is that you may take a few knocks before you are able to make an 
impression, but this should not limit your confidence when it comes to your 
freelancing ability. 
 
Unfortunately, this is a fact of life for all consultants and, in an article for her blog The 
Savvy Freelancer, professional Lexi Rodrigo has offered advice on how fellow 
professionals can handle this emotion. 
How you handle this rejection can form the basis for your future in the industry, as 
you need to be able to recover from disappointment quickly in order to focus your 
attention on the other tasks at hand. 
 
"Our egos take a real battering ... proposals and emails that don't get responses can 
have me wondering for days," she noted. 
However, Rodrigo stated "time is the best healer" for rejection, as many freelancers 
will often find that "pretty soon, other projects come along", as well as positive 
feedback from other clients which also helps boost self-esteem. 
She urged people not to take being turned down personally, as all consultants go 
through this same process and it is absolutely impossible to please all customers all of 
the time. 
"Nobody can be brilliant 24/7," the expert added. 
 
Rodrigo concluded that rejection can, in the long-run, be a positive thing as it helps 
freelancers become better because listening to negative feedback will improve their 
ability. 
  
This being said, accepting our failures is difficult to do and many people handle it 
worse than others. When it happens on more than one occasion, it can lead to two 
types of dysfunctional patterns - either entitlement or resignation. 
The former comes when someone has become so accustomed to getting everything 
they want that they feel as if they do not have to work to get it, which could prove 
detrimental to a successful freelancing career. 
Having confidence in your work is a must, but it is also important to ensure you can 

http://thesavvyfreelancer.com/
http://thesavvyfreelancer.com/
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take constructive criticism on board to ensure you can improve on these pointers in 
your future endeavours. 
 
On the other hand, resignation comes when people avoid situations for fear of being 
rejected. Bearing these situations in mind, self-employed individuals need to prepare 
themselves that sometimes they are unlikely to get every project they apply for, but 
that does not mean that hard work and perseverance will not pay off eventually. 
 
Walking  away 
 
Due to the difficulty of the process of securing a client at the outset of their career, 
some freelancers can slip into the mindset that they simply have to accept any job 
that comes their way, even when they are unsatisfied or uncomfortable with the 
terms being offered to them. 
However, in an article written for online resource IPSE Freelance Folder, experienced 
web development consultant Amber Weinberg dispels this notion as a myth., and 
insisted that when differences in working styles are so clear between an individual 
and their client, the best thing is for the former to be proactive and take the 
"unavoidable" step of firing the latter. 
She stated that all freelancers "should never stand for anyone who treats you with 
anything less than respect", as, regardless of age and experience, all consultants are 
professional business managers meaning they deserve this. 
And, in terms of how they should go about this awkward process, the freelancer 
advised fellow consultants that "the easiest way to fire a client is to not accept new 
projects from them". 
 
  
  

http://freelancefolder.com/when-to-fire-your-client-2/
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A Last Word 

With the freelance talent on offer in the UK increasing all the time, it is important to 
make sure you have the tools and skills to adapt and evolve with your environment, 
but what is needed to succeed as a freelancer. 
 
One of the biggest decisions you'll make in your career is when you arrive at the 
choice between a traditional nine-to-five job to becoming a freelancer, but it doesn't 
end there. 
 
There are many common issues that freelancers are likely to face during their career. 
 
According to respected blogger and freelance professional Laura Spencer in her latest 
post for IPSE Freelance Folder, there are just some things that every freelancer will 
have to deal with from time to time that can impact on their work. 
The problems most freelancers will face include illness, family emergencies and lulls in 
work, as while no-one really wants these things to happen to them, becoming a 
freelancer does not mean these issues will be raised from time to time. 
What it does mean however is that at some point freelancers will have to take time 
out from working to deal with these issues. Therefore, having some form of health 
insurance in place to cover medical bills and knowing a trustworthy colleague to hand 
the reins to in times of emergency are sound advice. 
Another issue that most freelancers will have to deal with is unhappy or tricky clients, 
and while it can be tiresome having to work with people who we do not get along 
with, just like in any other business, freelancers have to get on with the job in hand 
and be professional at all times. 
 
According to IPSE trusted expert Laura Spencer, there are a whole load of decisions 
that you need to make in the early days of your new venture that will determine 
whether your freelance career will be a success or a failure. 
She believes there are seven things you need to decide in the early days as a 
freelancer, with one of the first being when you intend to work. The conclusion to 
your thoughts on this matter will usually be a matter of personal preference. 
Setting out whether you will work full or part-time is important and knowing the 
hours you'll keep will set out your stall early and may be the difference between 
success or failure in the early days. 
Where you're going to work is another important decision, according to Spencer. She 
said: "When it comes to where you do your best work, every freelancer is different. 
Many freelancers flourish in the middle of family activity. For them, a desk in the 
corner of the kitchen or living room works just fine." 
There are others however, who prefer to concentrate in a quiet environment so a 
private home office or a space away from the house is important. 
Deciding what the purpose of your freelance business is may also be the difference 
between success and failure. Coming up with a clear field that you are planning to 
operate in initially will ensure you don't spread yourself too thin and may result in you 
developing a good reputation, which may in turn see you getting even more business, 
perfect for a freelancer just starting out. 

http://freelancefolder.com/it-will-happen-to-you/
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Laura Spencer also noted that setting out what your unique selling point is, how you'll 
market yourself and how much you'll charge for your services are also vital decision in 
the early days. 
The final decision and perhaps the most important one you'll make when setting out, 
is where exactly you will find work. There are a variety of methods you could use and 
each has advantages and disadvantages. 

Contacting clients directly, answering online advertisements for contractors, using an 
agency to find you work in your sphere or getting recommendations from friends or 
colleagues are all possibilities and it is important to decide which method works for 
you. 

When searching for available projects suited to their individual specialist skills, 
freelance consultants and contractors should adopt several methods in order to 
maximise their chances of getting work. 
That is according to Ritika Puri, writing for online resource Just Means, who has said 
that being efficient when looking for opportunities is the most important aspect of a 
freelancer's routine. 
"The most important job hunting tip is to think of yourself as a client-service 
business," she commented. 
Full-time workers in this field obviously need a consistent stream of funds coming in 
from their work in order to survive financially, but Puri stated that it is easy for people 
to miss out on chances unless they are savvy in their search. 
"You're a one-person professional service firm that needs to work as efficiently as 
possible," she added. 
 
Lara Spencer, has revealed the things she believes those taking advantage of flexible 
working need to have in their armoury to succeed. 
Education is one key element that can help when starting a new business. Improving 
your knowledge within IT, communications and any other subject that you will be 
working in is vital, as clients are more likely to work with someone that knows exactly 
what they’re doing. 
This will set you apart from the competition and ensure that you are one step closer 
to succeeding and thriving in your new venture. 
 
Experience is of course key, according to Spencer. “In fact, many freelancers strike out 
on their own only after working in their area of expertise for someone else for several 
years. 
“Freelancers who already have experience are highly sought after since their skills 
have been proven in an actual work environment,” she added. 
A good online presence is also key, as things are moving further and further towards 
the internet in recent years, both in terms of the way freelancers work and the way 
clients look for professionals to complete temporary contracts. 
A blog, informative and entertaining website and activity on social media will all help 
you succeed in the industry, as a failure to embrace the new ways of working will 
result in your being left behind by competitors. 
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Ultimately though, the one thing that will determine whether or not your new venture 
takes off is your own willpower and desire to succeed, so it is important to make sure 
you are completely ready for the challenge before you leave your position and set out on 
the freelancing journey. 
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